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ABSTRACT

Apache Hadoop includes Java APIs for different functions on a HDFS file system 
like creation of a file, renaming, deletion, and to set read-write permissions for 
directories. This can be done on a single and cluster of systems. In addition, 
REST (REpresentational State Transfer) APIs is a collection of web services 
to provide interoperability between a single system and an interconnected 
distributed network. REST is chosen for its speedy performance, scalability, 
simplicity, and reliability. YARN REST and MapReduce REST APIs are briefly 
discussed in this chapter. YARN web service REST API includes URI resources 
through which the cluster information, nodes, and application information 
can be accessed. YARN is comprised of Resource manager, node manager, 
and timeline REST APIs. The application has HTTP request as resource and 
the response can be in the form XML or JSON. The request URI, response 
status, header, and body are defined in actual format. Similarly, the REST 
API is used for MapReduce that comprises the details about the jobs running 
with the information such as number of tasks, counters, and attempts. Hence, 
the REST APIs on YARN and resource manager create small modules as a 
response when a resource is requested. An outline of the research and growth 
of REST APIs is included in this chapter.

INTRODUCTION

Hadoop provides many Java native APIs that support file system operations 
like creation of a file or renaming or deletion and operations with directories 
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to set read, write permissions etc… Hadoop cluster requires these operations 
to manipulate the data in files across HDFS. This is supported by an 
additional API based on REST functionalities to map these requirements. 
The Hadoop YARN and Mapreduce REST API’s support various services 
across applications working in the environment.

BACKGROUND

REpresentational State Transfer (REST) is web service to provide 
interoperability between a single system and an interconnected distributed 
network. It allows the requesting system to access and manipulate data of 
web resources using uniform set of stateless operations. In a REST API, 
requests will be in the form of resource URI which may elicit a response 
in XML, JSON, and HTML etc… REST is chosen for its fast performance, 
scalability, visibility, simplicity, reliability, reusing components and gets 
the system updated without affecting it. The services which adhere to the 
architectural constraints and properties of REST APIs utilize it. One such 
case is that Hadoop services that combine the architecture of YARN and 
Mapreduce based RESTful APIs.

REST uses HTTP protocol for communication in the web world. URI 
is used for communication among the resources of RESTful services. The 
HTTP methods supported are:

1.  GET: Read a resource (Read only).
2.  PUT: Create new resource.
3.  POST: Update an existing resource or create a new resource.
4.  DELETE: Remove a resource.
5.  OPTIONS: Get the supported operations on the resource.

YARN REST APIs

Hadoop YARN web service REST APIs includes set of URI resources through 
which the cluster information, nodes and application information can be 
accessed. The resources can be grouped based on type of information. Some 
can be together while others using URI resource

The URI of REST based web service is:
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